
MANY SMALL IMPACTS TO MAKE A BIG HIT.

Ringcoin is an Ethereum-based token. Our goal is not to create any kind of new 
amazing technology, but to use the Ethereum structure and blockchain to develop 
our currency. We want to use the best of the already successful blockchains to build 
our charity dream. The Ethereum Blockchain is sufficiently successful to be used as 
is and without any major alterations.

Our Source Code is available on our Github and Website.

Background :
What is Ethereum (From Etheureum’s Whitepaper) :

 « The intent of Ethereum is to create an alternative protocol for building decentralized 
applications, providing a different set of tradeoffs that we believe will be very useful for 
a large class of decentralized applications, with particular emphasis on situations where 
rapid development time, security for small and rarely used applications, and the ability 
of different applications to very efficiently interact, are important. Ethereum does this by 
building what is essentially the ultimate abstract foundational layer : a blockchain with a 
built-in Turing-complete programming language, allowing anyone to write smart 
contracts and decentralized applications where they can create their own arbitrary rules 
for ownership, transaction formats and state transition functions. A bare-bones version of 
Namecoin can be written in two lines of code, and other protocols like currencies and 
reputation systems can be built in under twenty.

Smart contracts, cryptographic "boxes" that contain value and only unlock it if certain 
conditions are met, can also be built on top of the platform, with vastly more power than 
that offered by Bitcoin scripting because of the added powers of Turing-completeness, 
value-awareness, blockchain-awareness and state. »
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3.

From a technical standpoint, there is no particular 
difference as we do not intend to innovate the 
technology aspect.

Our goal is to create a new type of economy 
which will allow us to sponsor and carry out large 
scale charity projects. Nowadays, cryptocurren-
cies have actually become extremely popular, 
with people trading the equivalent of billions of 
dollars in cryptocurrency every day.

We, at RingCoin, think this is an amazing opportu-
nity to easily identify funds for large scale pro-
jects, and the cool part is that the way we desig-
ned our donation system will make it very lucra-
tive for everyone involved. People will be able to 
make money while donating, and trading will no 
longer be just a “selfish habit” of earning as much 
money as possible just for oneself.

On the contrary, if, for example, you make 
US$100 on your investment, it is as if you donated 
US$35 to a charity but without costing you any-
thing. How amazing is this?

We, at RingCoin, truly believe that this has 
the potential of a tremendous revolution.

What is
the difference between
RingCoin and Ethereum ?



Coin supply :
How will the coins be distributed ? 
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70 000 000 coins
(35% of the total supply) are frozen 
to finance any charity projects or 
gaming events geared toward 
fundraising and selected by the 
community via a vote. (Every coin 
owner will be able to vote for the 
project to be carried out over the 
following month). Each time Ring-
Coin will unlock coins, it will be 
posted on our website, Twitter, Slack 
and Discord accounts. We do not 
want to keep private any information 
regarding this money, and we do 
want the public to know what we are 
doing with it.

100 000 000 coins
(50% of total supply, circulating supply) 
will be distributed to the users.
(Pre-ICO, ICO, Mining, Trading...)

30 000 000 coins
(15%) : Company frozen supply:
28 million (14%) coins will be used to 
cover operational expenses such as 
bills, office space, buy necessary equip-
ment, pay for developers, etc. And 2 
million (1%) coins will be split between 
all the team members.

200 million of RingCoin were created during the development 
phase. No additional coins will be created.
They will be distributed as follows:

200 000 000 Total supply.



How will these coins be used ? 
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Mining :
In fact it will not be possible to mine our money.
We got a better plan because we want to make the money grow 
exponentially, we need extra funding. Miners can help us. We are 
currently developing a mining software to identify and mine the 
most profitable currencies and switch between currencies as 
needed even in the same hour, and compensate the miners in Ring-
Coin. This way, miners, who are likely to mine some Ethereum, Musi-
coin, Monero, will, at the end of the day, receive RingCoin. Here is 
another way to stimulate the money to grow while you make money 
for yourself.

Trading :
We are targeting large market places (such as Bittrex, Poloniex, etc.) 
to ensure a steady growth and sponsor as many charity projects as 
possible. Bigger is our market cap, bigger is our ability to back any 
charity project.

Gaming Items Market :
Nowadays, many gaming items have a real monetary value, such as 
some CS:GO Skins worth more than US$500.
We want to offer the gamers the possibility to join the project by 
selling these items on our market. It is common to lose a significant 
amount of money when selling skins on games. On the contrary, we 
will make it possible for gamers to sell their items at the best possible 
price and be compensated in RingCoin.

eSports-Betting :
One of the main projects is to build a betting website offering the 
fairest betting odds of the crypto betting market and attracting as 
many betters as possible. We will not make any profits from the bets. 
After paying the winners and partially refunding the losers, the rest 
of the money will be directly sent to fund the charity project of the 
month. After each bet, all the transaction-related links will be 
displayed to track the money.

$



Charity Pot

Refound of Loosers

Winners

Betting system :
Technical details 
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We plan to share the betting benefits in a fair way, first we pay winners, then we split 50/50 
the benefits between losers and the charity project of the month.
Let’s say there is a bet for a League of Legends match’s. The odds are 1.45 and 2.15 for. 
Once the bet is over Amount Bet x Odds of the winner = 90%, so earnings will be shared 
this way:

Pay to the winners (~90% of earnings)

Partial refund to the losers (~5% of earnings)

Finance of a charity project (~ 5% remaining);the monthly pot and the financed 
project will be posted on the front page.

5% 5%

90%

We will not retain any of the profits from the bets, nor do we intend to make any money 
from them. All the costs will already be covered by the funds frozen by the development 
team for that purpose.

After each bet, we will publish the transactions for anyone interested to track the funds.



Mining 
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Basics :
In 2017, it became extremely easy to 
generate profits out of a graphic card, 
and around mid June 2017, it was even 
possible to generate a return on invest-
ment within 2 months with some graphic 
cards.The mining business became 
therefore quite lucrative, attracting more 
and more people. At the same time, 
when you mine, for example, Ethereum, 
you help the blockchain to pass transac-
tions, but you will be paid in Ethereum. 
Some Ethereum are created (mined) to 
reward you for helping the blockchain to 
work. So the total supply grows conti-
nuously. If you click on this link: 
https://etherscan.io/stat/supply, stay on 
the page for only 5 seconds and refresh, 
and the total supply will already have 
grown.

It is fairly easy to estimate the value of a 
cryptocurrency : market cap / Total Supply.
For example, on October 8, 2017 at 14:27
Ethereum Value was : 
US$29,479,757,132 / 95,008,765
So 1 Ether = US$310,28

What does this imply ?
If the money you are using is mined, it 
needs new investors every day, or the value 
will slowly decrease because if the supply 
grows while the market cap remains stable, 
mathematically, the value will go down.

Here is probably the most complicated part of the project but we will 
keep it as simple as possible.

How is a cryptocurrency value calculated :
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The major difference in our strategy 
consists in the mining program we are 
developing. Our program will use 
https://whattomine.com/ API and official 
cryptocurrencies API to mine the best 
possible cryptocurrency for your configu-
ration. Whenever necessary, it will switch 
between currencies and reward you in 
RingCoin. That way, miners will optimize 
their profits while being rewarded in Ring-
Coin at the current value of the coins they 
mined.

Here is another interesting part. We will 
have to explain it in few steps, people 
won’t really mine Ringcoin, but they will 
be rewarded in Ringcoin, it’s looking the 
same as nicehash does, you mine the 
most profitable coin and you get 
rewarded in Ringcoin, this is one of the 
reasons why Bitcoin is always increasing 
and is really stable, because a lot of 
people mine with Nicehash : a lot of 
money from a lot of different currencies 
goes in Bitcoin everyday, we plan to use 
the same strategy for Ringcoin.

Let’s pretend our program mined you 
0,01 Zec and 0,02 Ether in 2 days because 
they were the most profitable; its current 
market value is 0,01 Zec + 0,02 Ether 
worth 170 RingCoin, then you will receive 
in your wallet 170 RingCoin. And we, at 
RingCoin, will buy back once a week 
RinCoin from different markets with the 
Ethereum/Zec we received from the 
mining programs. This way we will keep 
investing money in the coin and the coin 
value will continue to increase. We found 
this to be the best way to make our cryp-
tocurrency « Minable » and prevent the 
mining process from having a negative 
impact on the value of the coin by adding 
more coins to the supply. In addition, 
mining will help total the market cap 
increase while, as coin supply remains the 
same, contributing to increasing the value 
of each coin.

Why would
people mine
RingCoin instead
of ethereum or 
Zec, if they are so 
profitable ?

How
RingCoin
will make
a difference ?



Software Developpers

Mining Pool
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Earnings in mining are usually 
distributed as follows :
If you use Claymore Miner:

96% for the miner
1/2% for the mining pool
1/2% for the software developers

But all of this is with a software requiring extensive configuration.
Usually, from the moment you start researching mining and the moment you can actually 
mine with this kind of software, you can spend up to 4 or 5 hours if you had no previous 
knowledge about this.
There are other mining software more like “1 click to mine”, such as NiceHash, but they are 
about 10% less efficient.

Disclaimer : We are not blaming pools or developers for their fees, it is normal to charge 
fees to pay for developers and rent servers. We are just committing to making it possible 
to “remove” the fees on the user side because of the ICO.



Referral

Charity Pot
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Our goal is to offer the best one-click mining software on the market. So we will make it 
as user friendly as NiceHash and as efficient as Claymore once fully optimized.
As we are developing our software, we will not charge any developers fees and will use 
our own pool which will be financed with ICO and the company coins to avoid charging 
any pool fees.

So miners will have a significantly better 
rate on mining earnings sharing. Miners 
are better paid and help the market 
value increase strongly that’s kill two 
birds with one stone. But this is not our 
only goal. We have another wish. As we 
will attract YouTubers and streamers on 
our side, we will also enable our mining 
software to switch on the “Event Mode”.

We want to offer our audience a new 
way to take part in large scale charity 
events through a new way of making 
donations : mining.
For the large events we will support, 
there will be a livestream of the global 
hashrate of all the miners, and a miner 
pot on the streamers screen will be 
added to donations.

So here is how will be shared mining profits with our software:

Once the miner has switched the “Event Mode” on, he will be able to choose 
to donate 50% to 100% of the mining earning to the charity pot..



Charity Pot

Miner
1%

99%
99% for the miner
1% for the charity pot
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And if you downloaded the miner via link from our website 
(without referral), then it will be:

But all of this is not our only goal with this mining software, we have also another wish. As 
we are going to get some youtubers and streamers on our side, we will also make the 
mining software able to switch on « Event Mode ». We want to give the people a new way 
to take part in big charity event, by donating in a new way : mining.

On the big event we are going to support, there will be a live stream of the global hash 
rate of all the miners and a miner pot on the streamers screen; it will be added to dona-
tion.

Once the miner is switch on « Event Mode » it will be possible to choose to send between 
50% to 100% of the mining earning during to event to the charity pot.

We also thought about a lot of other features for this software that will be shared in the 
future.
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Gaming Items trading center :

This part is still being a lot discussed.
All we can say for now is that we are 
planning to make a market place 
where you can buy and sell items in 
RingCoin.

As we said earlier, we need to be on all the biggest Exchanges to help us developing even 
more. It will take time. But we are going to do everything needed to manage to be listed 
on the needed exchange.There is a few first that we know for sure it won’t be a problem to 
be listed on, but then for bigger ones, we will also need community to help us.

Trading on crypto markets :

This list will grow with time as we continue 
our negotiations with the companies.
We want it to be as clear as possible and 
totally « legal and legit ».

Here is the list of what we want to 
appear on our item markets :

- CS:GO Skins, Chest and Keys
- Steam Games Keys
- Xbox Live Game Keys
- Riot Points

- Account Trading for various games 
(We will directly ask the companies 
if they allow us or no to sell/buy 
account of their games.)
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Q&A
How will presale and ICO money be spent ?

30% 20% 15% 13% 10% 7% 5%

Betting website
developpement

First charity events

Reserve

Licenses

Marketing

Mining software
finalisation

Administrative
purposes

Why a Gaming/Charity coin?
The main problem with already existing charity coins is that the project did not go very far, 
and it looked quite unprofessional (this is what you get first when you type « charity crypto-
currency in google : http://donationcoin.org/ » ). But we really do think that there is 
something big to do with cryptocurrency and charity.

These coins are not just one more ERC20 token. There wasn’t any specific use to those 
coins. So here it is: we have developed this entire economic system around RingCoin. We 
are not denying it, our goal is to reach the largest possible market cap, so the 70 million 
coins can fund many projects.
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Ok, but still, why gaming 
and betting mixed in with 
charity ?

Well, what about “charity“ ?

The reasons why we started to work on this coin are :
1) eSport betting is becoming more and more important every 
day. If a solid project is based on it, chances are it will be 
successful. Also, the fact that gamers are usually well equipped 
in terms of technology and graphic card makes them an ideal 
target. 

2) As we said earlier, we do not want to keep anything secret 
from the public. In our opinion, millions of gamers with their 
graphic cards are like sleeping money that could potentially 
help charity projects grow and succeed at no additional cost. 
The more gamers, the higher the value of RingCoin, the more 
already existing mining benefits will be worth. So already exis-
ting miners will be able to generate large profits on this. And as 
we know, everyone involved will be able to make some profit. 
It is like a 35% donation to the charity pot without having to pay 
for it.

Once the website final version is online, the list of charities 
we’ll work with will be avaible at this link : ringcoin.co/charity.

We will also display the projects we plan to fund for them and 
the budget that will be allowed in it.

There will be on this page some small presentation videos to 
know a bit more about their projects and how we plan to help 
them as much as we can.
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Is there any special thing 
for token holders ?

Yes ! But there won’t be “ proof of stake “ or things like this, in 
our opinion, proof of stake bring in a small time a lot of money 
in a cryptocurrency, but on the long run it destroys totally the 
project. Because people who came for proof of stake with-
draw insane amount of money and make market crashes.

So this is what we will give the the holders :

- Holders will have the power to vote for their favourite project, 
and decide who they want to fund the most and first.

- Everytime we need to sell some Ringcoins for a charity event, 
we’ll give the possibility to whitelisted long run token holders 
to buy it 10% under the market price. This way we don’t crash 
the market when we need to fund a charity project and sell a 
big amount of coins. By selling it to holders we just make sure 
that market keeps stable for the long run.

- Token holders will have possibility to apply in order to joins us 
in some missions, on the field ! As we want our community to 
get really involved in the project we want to give the possibility 
to some people to join us in it ! And it won’t be decided by the 
amount possessed, but by the motivation in it !

There is few more ideas that we got for token holders that are 
still discussed, we will communicate about it later.

If you have any good idea also, that could make eve-
rything more stable and valuable, feel free to contact us 
at : contact@ringcoin.co it will be a pleasure to read you.



White Paper Version 0.1.

What’s coming in the next version :
Roadmap, Graphic representations of the entire coin circula-

tion process, updates regarding all of our negotiations, 
business plan, and wallets information.

Sources :

https://github.com/ethereum/wiki/wiki/WhitePaper#ethereu
https://etherscan.io/stat/supply

https://whattomine.com/


